
Term 2 – Week 5 
 

Monday 11th May 

Reading - visualising Writing – sentence structure Numeracy - duration 

We are learning how to  
 
Equipment: Pevan and Sarah -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYmbKpD03ls– 
pieces of paper, coloured pencils, IMAGINATION! 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): explain that our imagination is 
the pictures in our heads and it allows us to create 
stories, buildings out of lego, drawings, play… etc.  
 
Watch: Pevan and Sarah 
 
Independent task: Draw a picture of you as any 
character from your imagination and the setting 
with a sentence 
Eg: “I am a pirate on the sea.” 
 
Send into school or send a picture of you holding 
your imagination to your teacher 
 
Read:  read a book/epic of your choice, 
independently or with someone. 
 

We are learning how to build a sentence. 
 
Equipment: How to make a perfect sentence 
poster, sentence song: 
https://youtu.be/tChuU2owaOI , making a 
sentence sheet, writing book, pencils 
 
Mini Lesson (adult):  
1. Watch sentence song 
2. Look at poster with adult, looking at capital 

letters, spaces, full stop 
3. Write a sentence onto a piece of paper (can 

use the making a sentence sheet sentence or 
one of your own) 

4. Child circles the capital letters, draws a line 
between words and colour in full stop 

 
Independent:  
1. Cut out the sentence strip 
2. Place the words in the correct order 
3. Paste onto sheet 
- Hint – capital letter at the start, full stop at the 
end, do one sentence at a time. 
* if child is unable to complete task independently, 
write the words in the correct box and student can 
match the paper words to the written words 
 
Extension:  
4. Copy one sentence into writing book 
5. Draw relating picture to one of those 

sentences 

We are learning to break the day up into 
morning, afternoon and night.  
 
Equipment: when does it happen sheet, coloured 
pencils, scissors, glue, scrap book 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): Have a chat with the student 
about how the day is broken up and how some 
tasks are only found in the morning, afternoon and 
night/evening; breakfast, lunch, dinner, whilst 
other activities can overlap; like brushing teeth. 
 
To make it relatable, talk about things that are 
done in your household at a particular time of the 
day. 
 
Use when it happens sheet to verbally talk about 
when these activities might occur during the day. 
 
Independent task: 
1. Colour 
2. Cut 
3. Place into the correct time of day 
4. Paste 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYmbKpD03ls
https://youtu.be/tChuU2owaOI














Term 2 – Week 5 
 

Tuesday 12th May 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

We are learning how to add details to our 
pictures. 
 
Equipment: scrap book ruled into four, pencil, 
coloured pencils 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): “I am going to read out four 
sentences and you are going to draw a picture for 
each of those sentence. You really need to listen as 
sometimes there will be colours or objects that 
you will need to add” 
 
Task: *if your child is itching to get out of school or you 

need to power through, choose the first and 4th sentence to 
compare a basic picture to a more detailed, we call this 
“Bumping it up” OR read all four sentences and the student 
pictures the sentences in their mind changing it as the details 
are added 

 
1. “A dog standing” – reasonable time to draw/ 

visualise – drawing only in grey led no colour. 
2. “The blue dog stood” – draw/visualise – adding 

colour to the dog 
3. “The blue dog stood outside” – draw/visualise 

– adding outside setting 
4. “The blue dog stood outside in the rain” – 

draw/visualise – adding the weather 
 
Once completed compare the pictures and how 
the words gave us more information so our picture 
got more detailed/the picture in our head changed 
 

We are learning how to use sentence structure 
while writing (capital letters, spaces between 
words, full stops). 
 
Equipment:  Jack Hartman – Parts of a sentence 
(until 1:20) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qh7hCqyfaPs
how to make a perfect sentence poster, writing 
books, pencil, piece of paper, home book,  Jack 
Hartman Capitalise – upper and lower case letters  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MwUjGtdTxV
o 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): 
1. Watch: Jack Hartman – parts of a sentence 
2. Look through text together and find a sentence  
3. Pull apart the sentence, looking for capital 

letters, spaces, punctuation, count the words  
4. Student write the sentence onto piece of paper 

 
 Independent task: 
5. Read, cut and muddle the sentence 
6. Remake sentence, using the text for help 
7. Paste ordered sentence into writing book 
8. Draw picture to relate to sentence 
 
Extension:  When to capitalise letters 
Jack Hartman Capitalise – upper and lower case 
letters  

We are learning how about duration (long and 
short) as a way to measure time. 
 
Equipment: how long does it take sheet, coloured 
pencils, scissors, glue, scrap book, science for a 
lesson extension 
 
Mini Lesson (adult):  
1. Explain how some activities take a short time 

(minutes) whilst others take longer (hours) 
2. Give an example of a few things comparing 

short and long eg: brushing teeth (short) and 
watching a tv show (long), cooking dinner 
(longer) and getting dressed for school 
(shorter) 

3. Use the how long does it take sheet to help 
student order the events by asking questions 
such as ‘Which one takes longer brushing teeth 
or eating lunch?’ ‘Which takes longer, eating 
lunch or a day of school?’ 

 
Independent task: 
4. Paste in how long does it take sheet 

Extension: 
Whilst completing science, egg beating, relate this also to duration.  
Time how long it takes, write down the results 
Order the times 
Question: 

Which method of beating the egg took longer? 
How do you know this? 
Why do you think this method took the longest? 
Which method was the shortest? 
How do you know? 
Is there any way you could shorten the duration, how? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qh7hCqyfaPs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qh7hCqyfaPs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MwUjGtdTxVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MwUjGtdTxVo




Term 2 – Week 5 
 

Wednesday 13th May 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

We are learning how to visualise, make picture in 
our heads. 
 
Equipment: log onto dojo for teacher doing mini 
lesson, writing/scrap book and pencils 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): 
1. Watch teacher on Dojo providing the task, 

what the cover might look like 
2. Have a brain storm with adult at home of what 

the book cover might look like. 
 

If not on Dojo, read the title of the text. 
Brain storm with your child what the cover might 
look like 
 
Independent task:  
1. Draw the front cover of the book with the title 
2. Write evidence eg: “I drew a monster because 

the books name is ‘Monster’s day at School’. 
 
Adult: scribe for students/help student proof read 
work  
 
Look at the cover of the book (will read tomorrow) 
 
Extension: M100 sight word treasure hunt  
Find sight words in text 

We are learning how to use perfect sentence 
structure. 
 
Equipment:  How to make a perfect sentence 
poster, a range of text,  The Capital letter full stop 
song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjvfcS3K7zM 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): 
1. Use the perfect sentence poster to refresh on 

sentence needs 
2. Watch punctuation video –  kung fu 

punctuation (if child remembers how) 
3. Demonstrate independent task of sentence 

structure treasure hunt 
 
Independent task: Sentence structure treasure 
hunt*  
Use text (a few pages will be fine) to: 

 count words per page 

 point to the spaces 

 locate punctuation; 
Preps: capital letters, full stops  
Grade 1: capital letters, full stops, exclamation 
mark, questions mark, talking marks, commas 

 looking at a few words and count how 
many letters are in that word (tricky 
concept) 

* Can do similar to the M100 word treasure hunt, 
making a list and tally mark when found or just as 
a verbal task 
 

We are learning how to say and order the days of 
the week. 
 
Equipment:  Days of the week, Clap, clap – Adams 
family  - https://tinyurl.com/l38dlm2, scrap book, 
pencil, days of the week tracing sheet,  Monday – 
Friday cut and paste sheet, Jack Hartman, Days of 
the week song https://tinyurl.com/y8d46l27 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): 
1. Explain that everyday has its own name and 

the names help us remember when things 
happen 

Unfortunately we are not at school and at school we have 
something that happens every day eg: Monday – library, 
Tuesday – sport, Wednesday – science, Thursday – music 
Friday – art, Saturday and Sunday not at school, weekend 
If there are things that happen at your house on particular 
days use these as an example, if not continue without 
extending. 

2. Listen to- Adams family days of the week 
 

Independent task:   
1. Work out to Jack Hartman, Days of the week 

song 
2. Trace and write, days of the week (if your house 

hold does things on particular days, draw/write these 
things next to the correct day) 

3. Cut and paste sheet, using the tracing sheet to 
copy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjvfcS3K7zM
https://tinyurl.com/l38dlm2
https://tinyurl.com/y8d46l27






Term 2 – Week 5 
 

Thursday 14th May 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

We are learning how to visualise characters and 
setting as we read/write. 
 
Equipment:  log onto dojo for teacher doing mini 
lesson, writing/scrap book and pencils visualising: 
picture and evidence sheet 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): 
1. Watch teacher on dojo/read out one page of 
the story eg: “There was an old bloke who 
swallowed a wombat. He gulped it down in two 
seconds, flat. He swallowed the wombat to bump 
the possum. He swallowed that possum to chase 
the galah. He swallowed the galah to swoop the 
chook. I don’t know why he swallowed a chook… 
by cripes, that’s crook” 
2. Prompting thinking through questioning: 
“What animals should be seen in your picture?” 
“How are you going to show they have been 
swallowed?” 
 “What was the wombat doing to the possum? 
How are you going to show this?” 
 
Read and Independent task: 
1. Complete visualising picture and evidence 

sheet  
2. Draw a picture  
3. Question why, for example “I drew a wombat 

and possum because the bloke swallowed 
them” (adult can write) 

 

We are learning how to make a sentence with a 
‘who’, ‘what/doing’, ‘where’, ‘when’. 
 
 Equipment: colourful semantic make a sentence 
sheet, who, what/doing, where, when picture 
sheet (pre-cut for convenience), pencil, writing 
book 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): 
1. Use the colourful semantic sheet to model 

making a sentence matching the colours 
making a ‘silly sentences’ 

Eg: The boy is cooking in the bedroom on Sunday. 
 
 Independent task:  
2. Make a sentence using the picture cards and 

semantic, just like adult demonstrated 
3. Read to adult 
4. Repeat 
 
Independent write: 
1. Choose at least one of the sentences that have 

been made and write into book 
2. Draw a picture that relates 

We are learning how to order days of the week. 
 
Equipment: The 7 days in the week 

https://tinyurl.com/qhgbxn9, The Very Hungry 

Caterpillar story (on dojo, YouTube or book if you 

have it)  https://tinyurl.com/y5ykwplh, Days of the 

week matching – the very hungry caterpillar  

 
Mini Lesson (adult):  
1. Review concept that every day has a name 
2. Go through the days of the week together 
3. Allow student to try by self 
4. Watch – the 7 days of the week 
5. Allow child to try by self 
6. Watch – the very hungry caterpillar – ‘We are 

going to need to clap our hands when we hear 
a day of the week’ 

 
Task: 
1. Cut and paste the things the caterpillar ate on 

what day of the week using the book for help 
E.g: Monday – apple 
Tuesday – pear 
Wednesday – plum 
Thursday  - strawberries 
Friday – oranges 

https://tinyurl.com/qhgbxn9




















Term 2 – Week 5 
 

 

Friday 15th May 

Reading Writing Numeracy 

We are learning how to use our imagination to 
draw our pictures and write stories.  
 
Equipment:  Cosmic kids, Hot air balloon - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtQ72qRpVVE 
Writing/scrap book, coloured pencils and writing 
pencil.  
 
Mini Lesson (adult): 
1. When we are watching “Hot Air Balloon’ you 

are going to use your imagination to think of 
where you balloon might go” 

2. Watch and move to hot air balloon 
3. “When you were in your hot balloon where did 

you go, what did you see?” 
 

You might need to give an example for prompting.  
 
Independent: 
1. Draw a picture of the places the balloon went 
2. Write a simple sentence, “My balloon went 

to….” 
3. Send a picture into teacher 

We are learning how to make a sentence with a 
‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’ and ‘when’. 
 
Equipment:  colourful semantic make a sentence 
sheet, who, what/doing, where, when picture 
sheet (pre-cut for convenience), pencil, writing 
book 
 
Mini Lesson (adult): 
1. Demonstrate the colourful sematic  to make a 

sentence, like yesterday 
2. Without using the picture cards, demonstrate 

how to make a sentence up by pointing to the 
coloured boxes on the semantic sheet 

Eg: The dog (point to pink, who) is eating (point to 
purple, what/doing) in the classroom (point to 
blue, where) on Sunday (point to brown, when). 
3. Student has a turn without the picture cards to 

make a sentence 
 
Writing: 
Beginner writer: use the picture cards to make and 
copy sentences, draw picture that relates 
Independent writer: use the colourful semantic to 
make up and write own sentence without picture 
cards 
 
Ensure capital letters, spaces between words and 
full stops. 

We are learning how to say the months of the 
year. 
 
Equipment:  Jack Hartman, 12 months of the year 
https://tinyurl.com/yyxae65y, AJ Jenkins, Months 
of the year https://tinyurl.com/ujbq3ja, months of 
the year tracing sheet, months of the year cut and 
paste 
 
Mini Lesson (adult):  
1. Explain to make up a year we use months 
2. Watch - Jack Hartman 
3. Have a chat about birthdays in your family and 

how they are different months 
4. Watch –  AJ Jenkins 
 
Independent task: 
1. Trace over the days of the month 
2. Cut out the months of the year in cut and paste 

months of the year 
3. Using the tracing sheet for help order the 

months of the year 
4. Paste 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtQ72qRpVVE
https://tinyurl.com/yyxae65y
https://tinyurl.com/ujbq3ja






Week 5 - Lesson Hyperlinks: 

 

 

Day Reading Writing Math 

Monday Pevan and Sarah, Imagination -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYmbKpD03ls 

Sentence song: https://youtu.be/tChuU2owaOI  

Tuesday  Jack Hartman – Parts of a Sentence 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qh7hCqyfaPs 
(watch until 1:20 unless you’d like to explain that there 
is no difference between a “period” (American) and a 
“full stop” (English) 
 

Jack Hartman Capitalise – upper and lower case 
letters  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MwUjGtdTxVo 

 

Wednesday Dojo – class feed, video of teacher 
OR – there was an old bloke that swallowed a 
chock 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsnOcjzVOsc 

The capital letter and full stop song -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjvfcS3K7zM 

Adams family - Days of the week, Clap Clap, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKqAblcwFOA 
Jack Hartman, Days of the week song  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omkuE6Wa5kQ 

Thursday Dojo – class feed, video of teacher 
OR – there was an old bloke that swallowed a 
chock 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsnOcjzVOsc 

 7 days in a week –  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIQsyHoLudQ 
The very hungry caterpillar -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75NQK-Sm1YY 

Friday https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtQ72qRpVV
E 

 Jack Hartman – 12 months in a year 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omkuE6Wa5kQ 
AJ Jenkins – Months of the year 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JABPMyXTZcs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYmbKpD03ls
https://youtu.be/tChuU2owaOI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qh7hCqyfaPs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MwUjGtdTxVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsnOcjzVOsc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjvfcS3K7zM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKqAblcwFOA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omkuE6Wa5kQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsnOcjzVOsc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIQsyHoLudQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=75NQK-Sm1YY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtQ72qRpVVE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtQ72qRpVVE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omkuE6Wa5kQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JABPMyXTZcs
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